


Mobility was a key factor in this shipping requirement. A 
Series 4500 Mobile Table of 36”D x 84”L was specified with 
a spacious Undertable Shelf, two Overtable Divider Shelves 
on Double Standard Upights, along with a PowerStrip, 
and storage Drawer. Top is equipped with optional T-mold 
edging.

International 
Shipping Area

idea # MF-058

Simple but efficient, this station was designed with an 
Overtable Divider Shelf, which may be adjusted to any 
height along the vertical Double Standard Uprights.  The 
base unit is a Series 4500 WorkTable.    

Packing 
Station 

idea # MF-057

Not a typical packing solution, but perfect for this repack 
area - a Series 6600 unit with sliding doors and adjustable 
inner shelf. Optional overhead accessories may be added 
at any time in the future.

Repack Area idea # MF-060

A clothing company utilizes a Series 4500 Table with 
several optional accessories, including an Undertable 
Divider Shelf, storage Drawer, Articulating Arm, Plastic 
Bin Mounting Rails, and an Overtable Shelf. Overhead 
accessories are adjustable along the length of the vertical 
Double Standard Uprights.

Packing Table idea # MF-059



Free-standing Series 4500 WorkTables were chosen to fulfill the requirements of this packing and shipping area, providing simple re-configuration at 
a moment’s notice. Each table is equipped with accessories to suit a particular function. The first unit on the left has a Keyboard Tray; the second unit 
has a Drawer Case and 20-amp Wiretrough. The corner unit ties the two “rows” together. Unit at furthest right is equipped with two Spool Holders to 
contain packing materials (adjustable along length of vertical Double Standard Uprights), along with an Undertable Divider Shelf. Next unit moving 
left features an Overtable Divider Shelf and another Spool Holder.  All units except corner table also have undertable shelf storage.

Packing &  
Shipping Area

idea # MF-061

A distribution center requirement resulted in the design of 
this Series 4500 Table equipped with a flat-screen Monitor 
Arm (monitor not included), PowerStrip, Overtable Shelf, 
Tool Trolley System with Lighing, and Drawer storage. A 
custom cut-out in the worksurface is for the installation of 
scanning hardware.

Scanning 
Center

idea # MF-063

A wide selection of accessories accommodates the specific 
needs of this work area.   A Drawer Case and Keyboard 
Tray are located under table. Above are a Light Suspension 
System, Overtable Shelf, Spool Holder, and 20-amp 
Wiretrough, on Double Standard Uprights. Features a 
comfort-edge post-formed Top.

Shipping Table idea # MF-062






